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MULTIUSE VERTICAL 
CORDLESS VACUUM 
CLEANERS



3-in-1 cordless upright 
vacuum cleaner with a mop

  SA-VP4001AQ Allergy & Mop model

With a mopping pad and accessories for various types of 
surfaces, you can easily clean the entire apartment.

• Vacuum and mop the fl oor at the same time, 
thanks to the mopping attachment with removable pads

• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 130 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction  

• LED backlight
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Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP4001AQ
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Mopping attachment
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or a 
closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

Vacuum and mop the fl oor simultaneously. 
You save yourself time to keep the fl oors 
in your home always spotlessly clean. The 
attachment can be installed quickly and easily 
with a single click. To clean the fl oor, just use 
clear water or add some detergent***.

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO MOP

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7



Easy and hygienic cleaning 
of various surfaces
Conveniently and thoroughly clean 
the entire apartment using acces-
sories for various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. Se-
lect the appropriate program (carpet or fl oor) to remove all 
dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the brush 
will make it easier to clean the surface along the walls and 
furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust even in 
shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements, such as blinds. A soft  brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without causing any damage. 

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Mopping attachment and 2 pads Mini electric brush Flexible nozzle

Vacuuming and cleaning fl oors simulta-
neously will save you time. Pour in your 
favourite fl oor cleaner*** to enjoy a stain- 
and streak-free fl oor that is always clean. 
The pads are fastened with Velcro, so you 
can easily put them in place and remove 
them for washing.

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
** When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
*** Do not use greasy liquids and caustic substances.
**** Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Thanks to its design, it carefully gathers pet 
hair and dust that accumulates on upholstered 
furniture and mattresses. Even if the velour 
armchair is your pet’s favourite, you can clean 
it as easily as any other piece of furniture.

It is unbeatable when it comes to cleaning 
hard to reach and narrow spaces. The attached 
brush will eff ectively remove dirt from radia-
tors, stucco or any nooks and crannies inside 
the car.

Included in the set

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



 Cordless upright vacuum cleaner with  
a mopping attachment  SA-VP4001AQ

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP4001AQ

Color white and blue

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operation modes Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level
76 db in Eco mode  

and <84 db in Max mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code  4974019150734

EAN UK code 4974019150741

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight **** [kg] 2.65

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 5.5

ACCESSORIES

Basic
Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max)

Additionally in the set
Mopping attachment, 2 mopping pads, 

mini electric brush, long and flexible 
nozzle with brush

sharphomeappliances.com



3-in-1 cordless upright 
vacuum cleaner with a mop

  SA-VP4000WS Home & Mop model

Thanks to the handy design and the wireless technology of the 
Sharp vacuum cleaner, you can easily vacuum the apartment
and mop the fl oor.

• Vacuum and mop the fl oor at the same time , thanks to the 
mopping attachment with replaceable pads

• Keep your sofas and armchairs clean with upholstery brushes
• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 130 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction  

• LED backlight

AnimalJet 
electric brush
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 Meet the multifunctional Sharp  SA-VP4000WS
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Mopping attachment
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position makes it easier to store 
the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or a closet. 
If you prefer, you can hang the device on 
a special wall mount.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

Vacuum and mop the fl oor simultaneously. 
You save yourself time and keep the fl oors in 
your home spotlessly clean. The attachment 
can be installed quickly and easily with a sin-
gle click. To clean the fl oor, just use clear water 
or add some detergent***. 

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO MOP

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7



Easy cleaning of diff erent 
types of surfaces

Conveniently and thoroughly clean 
the entire apartment using acces-
sories for various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. Se-
lect the appropriate program (carpet or fl oor) to remove all 
dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the brush 
will make it easier to clean the surface along the walls and 
furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust even in 
shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements, such as blinds. A soft  brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without causing any damage.

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL and remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Mopping attachment and 2 pads

Vacuuming and cleaning fl oors simultaneously will save 
you time. Pour in your favourite fl oor cleaner*** to enjoy 
a stain- and streak-free fl oor that is always clean. The pads 
are fastened with Velcro, so you can easily put them in place 
and remove them for washing.

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
** When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
*** Do not use greasy liquids and caustic substances.
**** Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Included in the set

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL and remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Sofa brush

Its design allows it to remove all pet hair and dust that accumu-
lates on upholstered furniture and mattresses. It allows you to 
keep velour armchairs perfectly clean and quickly refresh the 
sofa in the guest room.

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner  
SA-VP4000WS with a mopping  
attachment  

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP4000WS

Color white and grey

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operation modes Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level
76 db in Eco mode  

and <84 db in Max mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019221380

EAN UK code  4974019221397

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight **** [kg] 2.65

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 5.1

ACCESSORIES

Basic
Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max)

Additionally in the set
Mopping attachment, 2 interchangeable 

pads, brush for upholstered furniture

sharphomeappliances.com



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner with 
a set of brushes for removing animal 
and human hair 

 SA-VP4001BS Total Home & Animal model

Thanks to the wireless technology of the Sharp vacuum cleaner, 
you can easily vacuum hard fl oors, carpets, stairs and corners 
under the ceiling, as well as upholstered furniture. Pet owners 
will particularly appreciate a set of practical brushes for removing 
animal hair. 

• Special set of brushes for removing animal and human hair 
• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 130 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction

• Triple fi ltration that traps dust, pollen and bacteria

• LED backlight

AnimalJet
 electro brush
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 Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP4001BS
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Animal Set
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or 
a closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

A practical set of brushes will allow you to eas-
ily remove hair and pet hair from all surfaces, 
for instance from sofas. You can also use the 
spiked brush for the regular grooming of your 
pets to gently remove any loose hair during 
the shedding period. 

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7

ANIMAL SET



Eff iciently vacuums pet hair from all 
types of surfaces
With nozzles and brushes for various 
types of surfaces, cleaning does not 
have to be a drag, even if you need to 
do it several times a day. 

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. Se-
lect the appropriate program (carpet or fl oor) to remove all 
dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the brush 
will make it easier to clean the surface along the walls and 
furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust even in 
shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements such as blinds. A soft  brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without damaging it. It will also work well when cleaning 
the car.

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
**When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
***Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Included in the set

Sofa brush Flexible extension hose Pet brush
Its design allows it to remove all pet hair and 
dust that accumulates on upholstered fur-
niture and mattresses. It allows you to keep 
velour armchairs perfectly clean and quickly 
refresh the sofa in the guest room.

The 44 cm adjustable hose, which can be 
stretched up to 110 cm, replaces the telescopic 
tube when you need to vacuum small and tight 
spaces, e.g. inside the car. It also acts as an 
adapter for a soft  brush and a fl exible nozzle, 
creating a practical set of additional cleaning 
accessories. 

Thanks to the special design of the pet brush 
with delicate spikes, you can brush your pet 
during periods of intense moulting and reduce 
the amount of hair left  around the house. Pet 
hair is immediately sucked in during brushing 
and trapped by the fi lters of the vacuum 
cleaner. 

Pet brush

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner with 
accessories for vacuuming animal 
hair SA-VP4001BS

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP4001BS

Color metallic, silver

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operating mode Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level
76 db in Eco mode  

and <84 db in Max mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019150758

EAN UK code 4974019150765

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight*** [kg] 2.57

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 5.39

ACCESSORIES

Basic
 Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max.)

Additionally in the set pet brush, sofa brush, long hose

ACCESSORIES

Basic
 Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max.)

Additionally in the set pet brush, sofa brush, long hose

sharphomeappliances.com



Cordless upright vacuum 
cleaner with a set of nozzles 
for cleaning the car 

SA-VP3501BS CAR model

With a set of practical nozzles and brushes, you can 
thoroughly clean both your home and car. 

• Special car kit 
• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 130 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction  

• LED backlight

AnimalJet 
electro brush
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 Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP3501BS
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube A set of car nozzles
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or 
a closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

A practical set of nozzles will allow you to thor-
oughly clean lockers, grilles and all nooks and 
crannies of the dashboard, as well as small 
spaces next to car seats. The nozzles will also 
eff iciently remove dust from radiators, com-
puter keyboards or printers. The fl exible bristle 
of the nozzles easily removes dust and dirt. 

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7

CAR CLEANING



Easy cleaning of diff erent 
types of surfaces
Conveniently and thoroughly clean 
the entire apartment and the car, 
thanks to accessories adapted to 
various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. 
Select the appropriate cleaning program (carpet or fl oor) to 
remove dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the 
brush will make it easier to clean the surface also along the 
walls and furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust 
even in shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements such as blinds. A soft  brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without damaging it. It will also work well when cleaning 
the car.

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL and remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Soft  brush Flexible extension hose Flexible nozzle
You can easily and thoroughly clean the 
entire cockpit of the car and remove all dust. 
A soft  brush is especially helpful for cleaning 
ventilation grilles. It can also be used at 
home for cleaning shelves, computer key-
boards or audio equipment. 

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
**When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
***Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

The 44 cm adjustable hose, which can be 
stretched up to 110 cm, replaces the telescopic 
tube when vacuuming small and tight spaces, 
such as the inside of a car. It also acts as an 
adapter for a soft  brush and a fl exible nozzle, 
creating a practical set of additional cleaning 
accessories. 

Ideal for cleaning diff icult to reach and narrow 
places, e.g. spaces between car seats. Finished 
with a fl at brush with fl exible bristles, it will 
remove dust and fi ne pollen from every crevice 
in the car cabin.  

Included in the set

Soft  brush

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



 Cordless upright vacuum cleaner 
with accessories for cleaning the car
SA-VP3501BS

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP3501BS

Color metallic, silver

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operation modes Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level
76 db in Eco mode 

and <84 db in Max mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019150710

EAN UK code 4974019150727

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions 
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions 
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight*** [kg] 2.57

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 5.37

ACCESSORIES

Basic
Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max)

Additionally in the set
Car nozzle kit: soft  brush, long hose, 

fl exible and long brush nozzle

sharphomeappliances.com



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner 
with a brush for cleaning 
upholstered furniture  

SA-VP3501AQ FAMILY model

Thanks to its practical nozzles, brushes and the wireless 
technology of the Sharp vacuum cleaner, you can easily vacuum 
the entire apartment and remove dust and animal hair from 
upholstered furniture. 

• Easy cleaning of sofas and armchairs with the upholstery brush
• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 130 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction

• LED backlight

AnimalJet 
electro brush
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Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP3501AQ
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Brush for upholstered furniture
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or 
a closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

Conveniently vacuum upholstered furniture 
in your home. Thanks to a special brush, you 
can easily get rid of dust and pet hair from 
sofas and upholstered chairs. The brush will 
also prove useful for cleaning car seats or the 
cushions of garden furniture.

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7

SOFA BRUSH



Easy cleaning of diff erent 
types of surfaces
Conveniently and thoroughly clean 
the entire apartment using acces-
sories for various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. 
Select the appropriate cleaning program (carpet or fl oor) to 
remove dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the 
brush will make it easier to clean the surface also along the 
walls and furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust 
even in shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements, such as blinds. A soft  brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without causing any damage. 

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Sofa brush
Its design allows it to remove all pet hair and dust that accumulates on upholstered 
furniture and mattresses. It allows you to keep velour armchairs perfectly clean and 
quickly refresh the sofa in the guest room.

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
**When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
***Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Included in the set

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



Cordless vertical vacuum cleaner 
with a brush for cleaning upholstered 
furniture SA-VP3501AQ

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP3501AQ

Color metallic, aquamarine

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operation modes Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level 76 db in Eco mode and <84 db in Max mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019150697 

EAN UK code 4974019150703

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight*** [kg] 2.57

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 4.93

ACCESSORIES

Basic
Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 

brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max)

Additionally in the set  Brush for upholstered furniture

sharphomeappliances.com



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner 
with an inverter motor 

SA-VP1551BR Home model

Clean your home thoroughly with the cordless upright vacuum 
cleaner. You can conveniently vacuum both hard fl oor and carpets. 
Thanks to its practical nozzles, you can remove dirt from hard-to-
reach nooks and crannies, such as corners under the ceiling, window 
blinds or sofas.

• Nozzles for various surfaces

• Up to 60 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Cleaning surfaces of up to 130 m2** on a single charge 

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction 

• LED backlight

AnimalJet electro brush
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Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP1551BR
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Set of nozzles
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or a 
closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

Two additional nozzles in the set will make it 
easier to clean hard-to-reach places such as 
any corners or elements of upholstered fur-
niture. The fl exible bristle of the 2-in-1 nozzle 
easily and eff iciently removes dust and dirt. 

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 60* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 130 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN60UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Inverter motor
The brushless motor guarantees a quiet operation of the device. Owing to its design, it is extremely durable and 
reliable. Regardless of the surface that needs to be cleaned, vacuum cleaners with an inverter motor have high 
suction power and are very eff icient.

POWERFUL
INVERTER MOTOR

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO BIG RANGE

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7



Easy cleaning of diff erent 
types of surfaces
Conveniently and thoroughly 
clean the entire apartment using 
accessories for various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard fl oors and carpets. Se-
lect the appropriate program (carpet or fl oor) to remove all 
dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the brush 
will make it easier to clean the surface along the walls and 
furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust even in 
shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

*When working in the Eco mode with nozzles without their own motor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
**When operating in the Eco mode on a hard fl oor. The actual operating time may vary depending on the power mode, the type of fl oor and/or accessories used.
***Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Included in the set

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 

Ssawka 2 w 1 
Kurz zbierający się na delikatnych elementach 
jak rolety i żaluzje szybko usuniesz ssawką 2 w 1. 
Miękka szczotka dopasuje się do czyszczonej powierzchni 
i usunie zabrudzenia, nie uszkadzając jej. 

Wąska ssawka szczelinowa XL
W szczelinach za meblami czy w fotelach 
samochodowych zbierają się kurz i okruchy. 
Aby się ich szybko pozbyć, wykorzystaj wąską 
ssawkę szczelinowa XL, z którą usuniesz zabrudzenia 
w  trudno dostępnych miejscach. 



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner  
with an inverter motor SA-VP1551BR

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP1551BR

Color Red and black

Programmes Floor/Carpet

Operation modes Max/Eco

Operating time (Max mode) [min.]* up to 14

Operating time (Eco mode) [min.]* up to 60

Cleaning surface [m2]** up to 130

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium Ion

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor Inverter/brushless

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level
76 db in Eco mode and <84 db in Max 

mode

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019150659

EAN UK code 4974019150666

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight*** [kg] 2.65

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 5.2

ACCESSORIES

Basic
Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 

nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric brush, 
power supply, 21.6V battery (24V max)

sharphomeappliances.com



Cordless vacuum cleaner with 
nozzles for various surfaces

SA-VP1001RW Home model

With the cordless upright vacuum cleaner, you can conveniently 
vacuum both hard fl oors and carpets. Thanks to its practical nozzles, 
you can remove dirt from hard-to-reach nooks and crannies, such as 
corners under the ceiling, window blinds or sofas.

• Nozzles for diff erent surfaces

• Up to 20 minutes* of uninterrupted cleaning 

• Even 60 m2** on a single battery charge

• Convenient adjustment of the telescopic tube – 7 levels

• Vertical parking position - ergonomic construction  

• Triple fi ltration that traps dust, pollen and bacteria

• LED backlight

AnimalJet electro brushAnimalJet electro brush
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Meet the multifunctional Sharp SA-VP1001RW
vacuum cleaner

Vertical parking position Adjustable telescopic tube Set of nozzles
The vacuum cleaner does not need a stand 
and will remain upright wherever you leave it. 
You don't need to bend down to grab it every 
time you want to take a break from cleaning. 
The standing position also makes it easier to 
store the vacuum cleaner in a wardrobe or 
a closet. If you prefer, you can hang the device 
on a special wall-mounted holder.

You can easily adjust the length of the tube to 
your height and set it at one of the seven levels 
of adjustment from 890 to 1100 mm. You can 
also set the length of the tube to thoroughly 
clean all hard-to-reach places. Vacuuming 
corners under the ceiling has never been as 
easy and convenient!

The two nozzles in the set will make it easier to 
clean hard-to-reach places such as any corners 
or elements of upholstered furniture. The 
fl exible bristle of the 2-in-1 nozzle easily and 
eff iciently removes dust and dirt. 

Long working time
When fully charged, the lithium-ion battery allows for 20* minutes of uninterrupted vacuuming, which means 
that you can quickly clean an apartment with a surface of up to 60 m2**. The battery can be easily removed and 
replaced with a spare one (sold separately on the website) when you plan a bigger clean-up.  

MIN20UP
TO

RUNTIME*

Lithium-ion battery 
The high-quality lithium-ion battery (24V max) can be easily removed and replaced with a spare one (sold sepa-
rately on the website). It takes 3.5 hours for the battery to fully charge. 

max24V

AnimalJet electro brush with LED light
It has been designed to collect animal hair, hair and dust from fl oors, carpets, along walls and furniture edges. 
Thanks to the LED lighting, you won't miss anything, while the appropriate profi ling of the brush protects furni-
ture, walls and thresholds from damage.

Hygienic emptying of the container 
Press the button to open the dust container and empty it directly into the dustbin. 

ONE TOUCH 
DUST BOX CLEANING

4-stage fi ltration
Not only does it protect the motor from dust particles, but it also keeps pollen, mite faeces and bacteria inside 
the dust container. The EPA E12 fi lter captures 99.5% of harmful particles. When necessary, you can wash it under 
running water or replace it with a new one.

EFFICIENT 
AIR FILTRATION 99,5%

VERTICAL PARKING
STOP & GO BIG RANGE

TELESCOPIC TUBE
7 LEVELS

x7



Easy cleaning of different  
types of surfaces
Conveniently and thoroughly clean 
the entire apartment using acces-
sories for various surfaces.

AnimalJet electro brush
It is intended for cleaning both hard floors and carpets. Se-
lect the appropriate program (carpet or floor) to remove all 
dust, crumbs and pet hair. The special design of the brush 
will make it easier to clean the surface along the walls and 
furniture. Thanks to LED lighting, you can see dust even in 
shaded places, e.g. under furniture.

2-in-1 brush 
With the 2-in-1 nozzle, you can quickly remove dust that 
gathers on delicate elements, such as blinds. A soft brush 
will adapt to the surface to be cleaned and remove dirt 
without causing any damage. 

Narrow XL crevice nozzle
Dust and crumbs tend to gather in crevices behind 
furniture or in car seats. To get rid of them quickly, use the 
narrow crevice nozzle XL to remove dirt in hard-to-reach 
places. 

*When using nozzles without their own motor. Actual operating time may vary depending on the type of flooring and/or accessories used.
**When working on a hard floor. The actual vacuuming surface may vary depending on the type of floor and/or accessories used.
***Handheld vacuum cleaner with a telescopic tube and the AnimalJet electric brush.

Included in the set

Wall mount
The vacuum cleaner, although smart and neat, 
does not need to be visible. It can be mounted 
on a wall bracket and stored away, so that it does 
not take up space and you can keep everything 
in order. 



Cordless upright vacuum cleaner 
SA-VP1001RW

KEY FEATURES

Model SA-VP1001RW

Color white and red

Operating mode Eco

Operating time [min.] up to 20*

Cleaning surface [m2] up to 60**

Filter EPA E12, washable and replaceable

Battery type Lithium-ion, removable

Battery level indicator yes, LED

Battery charging time [h] 3.5

Type of motor DC

Max voltage [V] 24

Noise level <82 db

Dust container capacity [l] 0.65

Storage wall mount included

EAN UE code 4974019150604 

EAN UK code 4974019150598

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHT

Product dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

1100x250x170

Package dimensions  
(H x W x D) [mm]

800x305x155

Product net weight*** [kg] 2.54

Gross weight with packaging [kg] 4.8

ACCESSORIES

Basic

Telescopic tube, wall mount, XL crevice 
nozzle, 2-in-1 nozzle, AnimalJet electric 
brush, power supply, 21.6V battery (24V 

max)

sharphomeappliances.com
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